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Abstract
We give an analytical calculation of solar neutrino masses and mixing at one-loop
order within bilinear R-parity breaking supersymmetry, and compare our results to
the exact numerical calculation. Our method is based on a systematic perturba-
tive expansion of R-parity violating vertices to leading order. We find in general
quite good agreement between approximate and full numerical calculation, but the
approximate expressions are much simpler to implement. Our formalism works es-
pecially well for the case of the large mixing angle MSW solution (LMA-MSW),
now strongly favoured by the recent KamLAND reactor neutrino data.
1 Introduction
Solar neutrino experiments, including the measurement of the neutral current rate for
solar neutrinos by the SNO collaboration [1] provide a solid evidence for solar neutrino
conversions [2]. This has been recently confirmed by the first results from the KamLAND
experiment using reactor (anti)-neutrinos [3, 4]. Combining the information from reactors
with all of the solar neutrino data leads to the best fit point [5]:
tan2 θsol = 0.46, ∆m
2
sol
= 6.9× 10−5 eV2 , (1)
confirming that the solar neutrino mixing angle is large, but significantly non-maximal.
The 3σ region for θ is:
0.29 ≤ tan2 θsol ≤ 0.86, (2)
based on a combination of all experimental data. However, one finds a significant reduc-
tion of the allowed ∆m2
sol
range. As shown in Ref. [5], the pre-KamLAND LMA-MSW
region is now split into two sub-regions. At 3σ (1 dof.) one obtains
5.1×10−5 eV2 ≤ ∆m2
sol
≤ 9.7×10−5 eV2, 1.2×10−4 eV2 ≤ ∆m2
sol
≤ 1.9×10−4 eV2. (3)
Altogether, KamLAND results exclude all oscillation solutions except for the large
mixing angle MSW solution (LMA-MSW) to the solar neutrino problem [6].
On the other hand, current atmospheric neutrino data require oscillations involving
νµ ↔ ντ [7]. The most recent global analysis gives [2],
sin2 θatm = 0.5 , ∆m
2
atm
= 2.5× 10−3 eV2 (4)
with the 3σ ranges (1 d.o.f.)
0.3 ≤ sin2 θatm ≤ 0.7 (5)
1.2× 10−3 eV2 ≤ ∆m2
atm
≤ 4.8× 10−3 eV2 . (6)
These data have triggered a rush of theoretical and phenomenological papers on mod-
els of neutrino masses and mixings, most of which introduce a large mass scale in order to
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implement various variants of the see-saw mechanism [8, 9, 10]. Broken R-parity super-
symmetry provides a theoretically interesting and phenomenologically viable alternative
to the origin of neutrino mass and mixing [11]. Here we focus on the simplest case of su-
persymmetry with bilinear R-parity breaking [12]. In contrast to the seesaw mechanism,
here neutrino masses are generated at the electro-weak scale. Such low-scale schemes for
neutrino masses have the advantage of being testable also in accelerator experiments [13]-
[17] through the decay properties of the lightest supersymmetric particle if the LSP is a
neutralino [14, 15, 16], a slepton [17] or a stop [18, 19].
Supersymmetric models with explicit bilinear breaking of R-parity (BRpV) [20, 21,
22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27] provide a simple and calculable framework for neutrino masses and
mixing angles in agreement with the experimental data [28]. In this model the atmospheric
neutrino mass scale is generated at tree-level, through an effective ‘low-scale” variant
of the seesaw mechanism [11]. In contrast, the solar mass and mixings are generated
radiatively [28]. Tree-level neutrino masses within BRpV have been treated extensively
in the literature.
This paper is mainly devoted to the solar neutrino masses and mixing. An accurate
and reliable calculational method is now necessary in order to confront the model with
the new experimental data from KamLAND and other neutrino experiments. A complete
one-loop calculation of the neutrino-neutralino mass matrix has been given [28] but is
rather complex. On the other hand, approximations to the full 1-loop calculation which
exist in the literature [29] have not been tested yet against the full calculation. Especially
in view of future experimental sensitivities we think such a “benchmark” is important.
In this paper we give an accurate determination of neutrino mass and mixing within an
analytical approximation and obtain formulae which can be rather simple, in some cases.
For definiteness we will stick to the case of explicit BRpV only. This is the simplest of
all R parity violating models. It can be considered either as a minimal three–parameter
extension of the MSSM (with no new particles) valid up to some very high unification
energy scale, or as the effective description of a more fundamental theory in which the
breaking of R-parity is spontaneous [30, 31, 32]. The latter implies the absence of trilinear
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R-parity breaking parameters in the superpotential 1.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2 we introduce the main features of the
model and the relevant mass matrices and corresponding diagonalization matrices. In
particular we identify the relevant Feynman graph topologies and rules, and derive ap-
proximate formulae for the couplings relevant for the determination of radiatively induced
solar neutrino mass scale. We give approximate formulas for the bottom quark/squark
loop as well as for the charged scalar loop. In Sec. 3 we check the accuracy of our approxi-
mation formulas by a comparison with a full numerical calculation, studying first the role
of the simplest bottom-sbottom loop, then the charged scalar loop, before comparing the
sum of the two to the full numerical result. In 4 we give simplified approximation formulas
for the solar mass and solar mixing angle and conclude and summarize our results in 5.
2 BRpV Formalism
In this section we introduce the main features of the model and the relevant mass ma-
trices, and develop approximate formulas, first for couplings and then for the radiative
contributions to the neutrino masses due to the exchange of bottom and sbottom quarks,
and due to charged scalars and charged fermion loops.
2.1 BRpV Model
The minimal BRpV model we are working with is characterized by the presence of three
extra bilinear terms in the superpotential analogous to the µ term present in the MSSM
W = WY uk + εab
(
−µĤad Ĥbu + ǫiL̂ai Ĥbu
)
(7)
where WY uk includes the usual MSSM Yukawa terms, µ is the Higgsino mass term of
the MSSM, and ǫi are the three new terms which violate R-Parity and lepton number.
The smallness of ǫi may arise dynamically (the product of a Yukawa coupling times a
singlet sneutrino vacuum expectation value) in models with spontaneous breaking of R
parity [30].
1Alternatively, such absence may arise from suitable symmetries [33]
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Alternatively, the smallness of the ǫi may arise from suitable family symmetries [33].
In fact any solution to the µ problem [34] potentially explains also the “ǫi-problem” [35].
In fact a common origin for the ǫi terms responsible for the explanation of the neutrino
anomalies, and the µ term accounting for electroweak symmetry breaking can be ascribed
to a suitable horizontal symmetry that may also predict their ratio, as in [33].
In addition we have the corresponding soft supersymmetry breaking terms in the scalar
potential,
Vsoft = V
′
soft + εab
(
−BµHadHbu +BiǫiL˜aiHbu
)
(8)
where B and the three Bi have units of mass and in V
′
soft we include all the usual mass
and trilinear supersymmetry breaking terms of the MSSM.
2.2 Rotation Matrices
If the effective RpV parameters are smaller than the weak scale, we can work in a per-
turbative expansion defined by ξ ≪ 1, where ξ denotes a 3× 4 matrix given as [36]
ξi1 =
g′M2µ
2∆0
Λi
ξi2 = −gM1µ
2∆0
Λi
ξi3 = −ǫi
µ
+
Mγ˜vu
4∆0
Λi
ξi4 = −Mγ˜vd
4∆0
Λi (9)
where ∆0 is the determinant of the 4 × 4 neutralino mass matrix, Mγ˜ = g2M1 + g′2M2
and
Λi = µvi + vdǫi (10)
The neutralino/neutrino mass matrix is diagonalized by a 7 × 7 rotation matrix N
according to
N ∗MF 0N−1 =MdiagF 0 (11)
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and the eigenvectors are given by
F 0i = Nijψj (12)
using the basis ψ = (−iλ′,−iλ3, H˜1d , H˜2u, νe, νµ, ντ ). In this approximation, the rotation
matrix can be written as
N ∗ ≈
 N∗ N∗ξ†
−V Tν ξ V Tν
 (13)
Here, N is the rotation matrix that diagonalizes the 4×4 MSSM neutralino mass matrix,
Vν is the rotation matrix that diagonalizes the tree level neutrino 3× 3 mass matrix, and
ξij ≪ 1 are the expansion parameters [36, 37]. The terms we need are
V Tν ξ =

0 0 bǫ˜1 0
0 0 bǫ˜2 0
a1|~Λ| a2|~Λ| a3|~Λ|+ bǫ˜3 a4|~Λ|
 (14)
where b = −1/µ,
a1 =
g′M2µ
2∆0
, a2 = −gM1µ
2∆0
, a3 =
Mγ˜vu
4∆0
, a4 = −Mγ˜vd
4∆0
, (15)
The ǫ˜ parameters in eq. (14) are defined as ǫ˜i =
(
V Tν
)ij
ǫj , and are given by
ǫ˜1 =
ǫe(Λ
2
µ + Λ
2
τ )− Λe(Λµǫµ + Λτǫτ )√
Λ2µ + Λ
2
τ
√
Λ2e + Λ
2
µ + Λ
2
τ
ǫ˜2 =
Λτǫµ − Λµǫτ√
Λ2µ + Λ
2
τ
(16)
ǫ˜3 =
~Λ · ~ǫ√
Λ2e + Λ
2
µ + Λ
2
τ
On the other hand the chargino/charged slepton mass matrix is diagonalized with two
different 5× 5 mass matrices,
U∗MF+V−1 =MdiagF+ (17)
with the eigenvectors satisfying
F+Ri = Vijψ+j , F−Li = Uijψ−j (18)
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in the basis ψ+ = (−iλ+, H˜12 , e+R, µ+R, τ+R ) and ψ− = (−iλ−, H˜21 , e−L , µ−L , τ−L ), and with the
Dirac fermions being
F+i =

F+Ri
F−Li
 (19)
To first order in the R-Parity violating parameters we have
V ≈
 V V ξTR
−V ℓRξ∗R V ℓR
 , U ≈
 U Uξ†L
−V ℓ∗L ξL V ℓ∗L
 (20)
where V ℓ∗L and V
ℓ
R diagonalize the charged lepton mass matrix according to V
ℓ∗
L M
ℓV ℓ†R =
Mℓdiag . For the purposes of our approximate formula, it is sufficient to take ξR = 02×3,
because the mixing between right-handed leptons and the charginos is supressed with
respect to ξL by a factor ofml/MSUSY [36, 37]. Note, that we can choose V
ℓ∗
L = V
ℓ†
R = 13×3.
We then have
ξi1L = a
L
1Λi , ξ
i2
L = a
L
2Λi + bǫi (21)
and
aL1 =
g√
2∆+
, aL2 = −
g2vu
2µ∆+
(22)
where ∆+ is the determinant of the 2× 2 chargino mass matrix.
In the BRpV model the charged Higgs fields mix with the charged sleptons forming an
8×8 mass matrix [28], which is diagonalized by a rotation matrix RS±. The construction
of RS± to first order in small (RpV) parameters is quite straightforward but lengthy. The
interested reader can find the details in Appendix A.
2.3 Approximate Couplings
The relevant Feynman rules for the bottom-sbottom loops are, in the case of left sbottoms:
~
b
j
b
F
0
i
= i [O
bn
~
b
Lij
(1 
5
)
2
+O
bn
~
b
Rij
(1+
5
)
2
℄
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with
Obnb˜Lij = −Rb˜j1hbN ∗i3 −Rb˜j2
2g
3
√
2
tWN ∗i1
Obnb˜Rij = R
b˜
j1
g√
2
(
Ni2 − 13 tWNi1
)
− Rb˜j2hbN ∗i3 (23)
where tW = tan θW . After approximating the rotation matrix N we find that expressions
similar to eq. (23) with the replacement N → N are valid when the neutral fermion is a
neutralino. When the neutral fermion F 0 is a neutrino, the following expressions hold
Obnb˜Lij ≈ Rb˜j1hb
(
a3|~Λ|δi′3 + bǫ˜i′
)
+Rb˜j2
2g
3
√
2
tWa1|~Λ|δi′3
Obnb˜Rij ≈ Rb˜j1
g√
2
(
1
3
tWa1 − a2
)
|~Λ|δi′3 +Rb˜j2hb
(
a3|~Λ|δi′3 + bǫ˜i′
)
(24)
where i′ = i−4 label one of the neutrinos. Rb˜jk are the rotation matrices connecting weak
and mass eigenstate basis for the scalar bottom quarks. In case of no intergenerational
mixing in the squark sector Rb˜jk can be parameterized by just one diagonalizing angle θb˜.
The relevant Feynman rule for the charged Higgs/slepton loops is
S
 
k
F
+
i
F
0
j
= i [O
ns
Lijk
(1 
5
)
2
+O
ns
Rijk
(1+
5
)
2
℄
where the OcnsLijk and O
cns
Rijk couplings are given in Appendix B in Eqs. (56, 57).
After approximating the rotation matrices U , and V in the chargino sector, and N in
the neutralino sector we find approximate expressions for these couplings that we will use
below. These formulae are collected in Eqs. (57, 58, 59, 60) of Appendix B.
2.4 Relevant Topologies
We now give the structure of the mass matrices relevant for the determination of solar
neutrino masses and mixings. While in the BRpV model the atmospheric anomaly is
explained at the tree-level, the solar neutrino masses and mixings are both generated
radiatively. In particular, the “solar angle” has no meaning at the tree level due to the
degeneracy of the two lightest neutrinos in this limit.
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Diagonalizing the tree-level neutrino mass matrix first and adding then the 1-loop cor-
rections before re-diagonalization the resulting neutrino/neutralino mass matrix has non-
zero entries in the neutrino/neutrino, the neutrino/neutralino and in the neutralino/neutralino
sectors. We have found that the most important part of the 1-loop neutrino masses de-
rives from the neutrino/neutrino sector and that the 1-loop induced neutrino/neutralino
mixing is usually subdominant.
The relevant topologies for the one loop calculation of neutrino masses are then il-
lustrated in Fig.1. Here our conventions are as follows: open circles with a cross inside

j

i

j

i

j

i

j

i
+
 
i$ j
!
Figure 1: Topologies for neutrino self-energies in the BRpV supersymmetric model
indicate genuine mass insertions which flip chirality. On the other hand open circles with-
out a cross correspond to small R-Parity violating projections, indicating how much of an
Rp-even/odd mass eigenstate is present in a given Rp-odd/even weak eigenstate. Strictly
speaking these projections are really coupling matrices attached to the vertices, and this
is what appears in the numerical code. However, given the smallness of Rp-violating
effects, the “insertion-method” proves to be a rather useful tool to develop an analytical
perturbative expansion and to acquire some simple understanding of the results.
2.5 Bottom-sbottom loops
The simplest contribution to the radiatively induced neutrino mass arises from loops
involving bottom quarks and squarks is given by [28]
Π˜ij(0) = − Nc
16π2
∑
r
(
Obnb˜RjrO
bnb˜
Lir +O
bnb˜
LjrO
bnb˜
Rir
)
mbB0(0, m
2
b , m
2
r) (25)
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B0(0, m
2
b , m
2
r) is the usual Passarino-Veltman function [38, 39]. This contribution can be
expressed as being proportional to the difference of two B0 functions,
∆B b˜1 b˜20 = B0(0, m
2
b , m
2
b˜1
)− B0(0, m2b , m2b˜2) (26)
as follows
∆Π˜ij = −Ncmb
16π2
2sb˜cb˜h
2
b∆B
b˜1 b˜2
0
[
ǫ˜iǫ˜j
µ2
+ a3b (ǫ˜iδj3 + ǫ˜jδi3) |~Λ|+
(
a23 +
aLaR
h2b
)
δi3δj3|~Λ|2
]
(27)
where we have defined
aR =
g√
2
(
1
3
tWa1 − a2
)
, aL =
g√
2
2
3
tWa1 (28)
The different contributions can be understood as coming from the graphs correspond-
ing to the first topology of Fig. 1. They have been depicted in more detail in Fig. 2, where
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Figure 2: Bottom–Sbottom diagrams for solar neutrino mass in the BRpV model
we have adopted the following conventions: a) as before, open circles correspond to small
R-parity violating projections, indicating how much of a weak eigenstate is present in a
given mass eigenstate, (b) full circles correspond to R-parity conserving projections and
(c) open circles with a cross inside indicate genuine mass insertions which flip chirality.
The open and full circles should really appear at the vertices since the particles prop-
agating in the loop are the mass eigenstates. We have however separated them to better
identify the origin of the various terms. There is another set of graphs analogous to the
previous ones which corresponds to the heavy sbottom. They are obtained from the pre-
vious graphs making the replacement b˜1 → b˜2, sb˜ → cb˜ and cb˜ → −sb˜. Note that for all
contributions to the 2× 2 submatrix corresponding to the light neutrinos the divergence
from B0(0, m
2
b , m
2
b˜1
) is canceled by the divergence from B0(0, m
2
b , m
2
b˜2
), making finite the
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contribution from bottom-sbottom loops to this submatrix, as it should be, since the mass
is fully “calculable”.
2.6 Charged Scalar-Charged Fermion Loops
Another contribution to the radiatively induced neutrino mass comes from charged-
scalar/charged-fermion loops, given as [28]
Π˜ij(0) = − 1
16π2
∑
k,r
(
OcnsRkjrO
cns
Lkir +O
cns
LkjrO
cns
Rkir
)
mkB0(0, m
2
k, m
2
r) (29)
The structure of the contribution from charged Higgs/slepton loops is substantially more
complex than that of the bottom-sbottom loop considered above. It can be expressed as
∆Π˜ij =
mτ
16π2
[
C τ˜2τ˜1ij ∆B
τ˜2τ˜1
0 + C
H± τ˜1
ij ∆B
H±τ˜1
0 + C
H±τ˜2
ij ∆B
H±τ˜2
0
+CH
±L˜1
ij ∆B
H±L1
0 + C
H±L˜2
ij ∆B
H±L2
0 + C
G±L˜1
ij ∆B
G±L1
0
+CG
±L˜2
ij ∆B
G±L2
0 + C
G±τ˜1τ˜2
ij ∆B
G±τ˜1τ˜2
0 + C
G±H± τ˜1τ˜2
ij ∆B
G±H±τ˜1τ˜2
0
+ (i↔ j)
]
(30)
where
∆BXY0 ≡ B0(0, m2τ , m2X)− B0(0, m2τ , m2Y ) ; X, Y = (G±, H±, L1, L2, τ˜1, τ˜2)
∆BG
± τ˜1τ˜2
0 ≡ c2τ˜ B0(0, m2τ , m2τ˜1) + s2τ˜ B0(0, m2τ , m2τ˜2)− B0(0, m2τ , m2G±)
∆BG
±H±τ˜1τ˜2
0 ≡ c2β B0(0, m2τ , m2G±) + s2βB0(0, m2τ , m2H±) (31)
−c2τ˜ B0(0, m2τ , m2τ˜1)− s2τ˜ B0(0, m2τ , m2τ˜2)
and
C τ˜2τ˜1ij = sτ˜cτ˜
{√
2g′a1|~Λ|
[
gV Tν,j3a
L
1Λ3 − 1√2(ga2 + g′a1)|~Λ|δj3
]
δi3
+ h2τ
(
bǫ˜i + a3|~Λ|δi3 − cβ v3v V Tν,i3
) [
bǫ˜j + a3|~Λ|δj3 − V Tν,j3(aL2Λ3 + bǫ3)
]}
CH
±τ˜1
ij = −sβΘHL3
{
cτ˜hτV
T
ν,i3
[
gV Tν,j3a
L
1Λ3 − 1√2(ga2 + g′a1)|~Λ|δj3
]
+ sτ˜h
2
τV
T
ν,i3
[
bǫ˜j + a3|~Λ|δj3 − V Tν,j3(aL2Λ3 + bǫ3)
]}
CH
±τ˜2
ij = sβΘHR3
{
sτ˜hτV
T
ν,i3
[
gV Tν,j3a
L
1Λ3 − 1√2(ga2 + g′a1)|~Λ|δj3
]
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Figure 3: Charged scalar contributions to solar neutrino masses in BRpV model: terms
proportional to ∆B τ˜2τ˜10 .
− cτ˜h2τV Tν,i3
[
bǫ˜j + a3|~Λ|δj3 − V Tν,j3(aL2Λ3 + bǫ3)
]}
CH
±L1
ij = −sβΘ˜HL1 hτgV Tν,i3V Tν,j1aL1Λ3
CH
±L2
ij = −sβΘ˜HL2 hτgV Tν,i3V Tν,j2aL1Λ3
CG
±L1
ij = −cβ
v1
v
hτgV
T
ν,i3V
T
ν,j1a
L
1Λ3 (32)
CG
±L2
ij = −cβ
v2
v
hτgV
T
ν,i3V
T
ν,j2a
L
1Λ3
CG
±τ˜1τ˜2
ij = cβ
v3
v
hτV
T
ν,i3
[
gV Tν,j3a
L
1Λ3 −
1√
2
(ga2 + g
′a1)|~Λ|δj3
]
CG
±H±τ˜1τ˜2
ij = hτgǫ˜iV
T
ν,i3ba
L
1Λ3
The result of Eq. (30) can be represented graphically for better understanding. The
terms proportional to ∆B τ˜2τ˜10 come from the graphs of Fig. 3. There is another set of
four graphs corresponding to τ˜2. These are found after making the replacements τ˜1 → τ˜2,
sτ˜ → cτ˜ , and cτ˜ → −sτ˜ . The diagrams in the first row are the ones that are equivalent
to those in the bottom-sbottom loop. They have as characteristic feature the presence
of two Rp-violating insertions (open circles) in the external legs. However, in contrast to
the quark sector, R-parity violation can also appear in the charged internal lines running
in the loops, since it occurs in the charged fermion sector. This explains the origin of
the second row in Fig. 3. The presence of R-parity violating insertions in the internal
lines of the second row in Fig. 3 correspond to the second topology in Fig. 1. The full
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diagrammatic explanation of the rest of the terms appearing in Eq. (30) is given in detail
in Appendix C.
3 Analytical versus Numerical results
In this section we will check the accuracy of the approximation formulas given in Sec. 2.5
and 2.6. We do this by comparing the results obtained with their use with a full numerical
calculation of the one-loop contributions to the neutrino mass, whose details can be found
in Ref. [28].
As will be explained in more detail below, the relative importance of the various loops
depends on the - currently unknown - supersymmetric parameters. In order to reduce
the number of free parameters in the following we will adopt the minimal constrained
supergravity (mSUGRA) version of the MSSM. As a rule of thumb it can be said that
the bottom-sbottom loop usually gives the main contribution to the neutrino mass matrix
when the neutralino is the LSP. On the other hand, if the scalar tau is the LSP, both
bottom-sbottom and charged scalar loops are of approximately comparable magnitudes.
We have therefore constructed two different random scans over SUSY parameter space.
Both sets start with the following rather generous parameter ranges: M2 from [0,1.2] TeV,
|µ| from [0,2.5] TeV, m0 in the range [0,1.0] TeV, A0/m0 and B0/m0 [-3,3] and tanβ
[2.5,10]. All randomly generated points were subsequently tested for consistency with the
minimization (tadpole) conditions of the Higgs potential, as well as for phenomenological
constraints from supersymmetric particle searches. We then selected points in which a)
the lightest neutralino is the LSP (called set “Ntrl” in the following) or b) at least one of
the charged sleptons was the LSP (called set “Stau” in the following). Note that in the
Stau set m0 << M2 and large µ values are strongly preferred.
R-parity violating parameters are chosen in such a way that neutrino oscillation data
are reproduced approximately. As discussed in the introduction, atmospheric neutrino
experiments require a near-to-maximal atmospheric mixing angle θatm, with ∆m
2
atm
in the
range given in Eq. (5). On the other hand reactor data constrain the electron-neutrino
component in the third mass eigenstate to be small. And, finally, in combination with
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solar neutrino data, the KamLAND data require a θsol in the range given in Eq. (2) with
∆m2
sol
as given in Eq. (3). The latter ranges belong to the LMA-MSW region indicated
by a solar-only global analysis of neutrino data given in Ref. [2]. For completeness we
also include the (pre-KamLAND) LOW and VAC-type solutions of the solar neutrino
anomaly. In the following we will first discuss the bottom-sbottom and the charged
scalar loops separately, before considering a calculation taking into account both loops in
comparison to the full calculation.
3.1 Bottom-sbottom loop
In Fig. 4 we show the ratio of the approximate-over-exact solar neutrino mass parameter
mApprν2 /m
exact
ν2
versus ∆m2
sol
for the case in which only the bottom-sbottom loop is taken
into account, both in the approximate and in the exact calculation. The horizontal bands
indicate attainable neutrino mass values when the parameters are scanned as indicated
previously. As can be seen from the figure the approximate formula works quite well
for points in both Ntrl and Stau sets, as long as the neutrino masses fall in the LMA-
MSW range indicated by the right vertical bands. Note that the LMA-MSW and LOW
bands indicated in the figure correspond to the full analysis of solar data only, presented
in Ref. [2]. The recent KamLAND reactor neutrino data rule out the LOW solution
and restricts the LMA-MSW to somewhat narrower ranges indicated in Eq. (3). One
finds that the mass values inferred from our present analytical approximation are always
within 10 % or less of the exact numerical calculation of the bottom-sbottom loop. Larger
deviations show up only in the Ntrl set, for very small neutrino masses, which we trace
to the neglection of the 1-loop neutrino/neutralino mixing terms in our approximate
treatment. Although not strictly ruled out by a solar-only global neutrino data analysis [2],
these LOW and VAC-type solutions are now strongly disfavored by the latest KamLAND
reactor neutrino data.
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Figure 4: RatiomApprν2 /m
exact
ν2
versus ∆m2
sol
in eV 2 for the sets Ntrl (left) and Stau (right),
for a calculation involving only the bottom-sbottom loop. The vertical grid lines indicate
the 90 % c.l. regions for the LOW and LMA solutions to the solar neutrino problem.
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Figure 5: (mApprν2 /m
exact
ν2
) versus ∆m2
sol
[eV 2] for the sets Ntrl (left) and Stau (right), for
a calculation involving only the charged scalar loop.
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Figure 6: (mApprν2 /m
exact
ν2
) versus ∆m2
sol
[eV 2] for the set Ntrl (left) and the set Stau
(right). mApprν2 is the sum of the bottom-sbottom and charged scalar loops, while m
exact
ν2
is the numerical result for all loops. In case of LMA the approximation works always
better than 10 %. For the LOW solution the typical error is of the order of 10 %, while
in extreme cases errors up to 25 % can be found.
3.2 Charged scalar loop
In Fig. 5 we show the ratio of the approximate-over-exact solar neutrino mass parameter
mApprν2 /m
exact
ν2
plotted versus ∆m2
sol
, for a calculation which takes into account only the
charged scalar loop in both the approximate and the exact calculation. As can be seen
from the figure the approximate formula is accurate for all points in the LMA-MSW
region, indicated by the right vertical bands [2], both for the Stau and for the Ntrl sets.
The only case where our analytic results gives a poorer approximation (to better than a
factor-of-2) of the full numerical result is for the Ntrl set, when the neutrino mass falls
in the LOW or VAC ranges, now strongly disfavored by the KamLAND results. We have
checked numerically that for these very small neutrino masses all terms in eq. (30) are
of approximately equal importance and there are significant cancellations among terms,
which leads to a less reliable final result.
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3.3 Comparison with full calculation
In supersymmetric models with mSUGRA-like boundary conditions the bottom-sbottom
and the charged scalar loop usually give the most important contribution to the neutrino
mass matrix. This is demonstrated in Fig. 6 (left) for the set Ntrl and in Fig. 6 (right)
for the set Stau. In both figures we show the ratio of the approximate-over-exact solar
neutrino mass parameter mApprν2 /m
exact
ν2
versus ∆m2
sol
in eV2, where mApprν2 is the approx-
imate loop calculation involving the bottom-sbottom and the charged scalar loop, while
mexactν2 is the exact numerical computation taking into account all loops.
In the region of ∆m2
sol
appropriate for the currently preferred LMA-MSW solution
to the solar neutrino problem one finds that the approximate calculation reproduces the
exact result better than 10 %. Only in the set Ntrl one finds larger deviations, up to 25 %
in extreme cases, when ∆m2
sol
lies in the LOW region, strongly disfavored by KamLAND.
This is due to the larger errors in the bottom-sbottom calculation in this set for small
neutrino masses as discussed above.
4 Simplified approximation formulas
4.1 The solar mass
First we note that for nearly all points in our random sets we find that mν2 ≪ mν3 . In
other words, bilinear R-parity breaking favors a hierarchical neutrino spectrum. Moreover,
we have found numerically that the terms proportional to ǫ˜i × ǫ˜j in the self energies
in Eq. (27) give the most important contribution to mν2 in the bottom-sbottom loop
calculation in most points of our sets. If these terms are dominant one can find a very
simple approximation for the bottom-sbottom loop contribution to mν2 . It is given by
mν2 ≃
3
16π2
sin(2θb˜)mb∆B
τ˜2τ˜1
0
(ǫ˜21 + ǫ˜
2
2)
µ2
(33)
We have checked numerically that Eq. (33) reproduces the result of the full approxi-
mative formula to high accuracy if mν2 ≤ 0.3mν3 . Note also that Eq. (33) holds only if
the 1-loop contributions to the neutrino mass matrix are smaller than the tree-level one.
This condition requires that |~ǫ|2/|Λ| ≤ 1 approximately, i.e. the bilinear parameters ǫi
16
must be suppressed with respect to µ. Note that such a suppression could, in principle,
be motivated by suitable flavour symmetries [33].
Due to the more complicated structure of the charged scalar loop it is not possible to
give a simple equation for mν2 similar to Eq. (33) for the bottom-sbottom loop. However,
for mν2 larger than (few) ×10−4 we have found that the most important contributions to
the charged scalar loop are the terms proportional to ∆B τ˜2 τ˜10 , ∆B
H± τ˜1
0 and ∆B
H± τ˜2
0 in
Eq. (30). We note in passing that Eq. (33), with appropriate replacements, allows us
to estimate the typical contributions to the charged scalar loop within a factor of ∼ 3.
However, such an estimate will be biased toward too small (large) mν2 for scalar tau
(neutralino) LSPs.
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Figure 7: (mApprν2 /m
exact
ν2
) versus ∆m2
sol
[eV 2] for the set Ntrl (left) and Stau (right). Shown
is the result of the simplified approximation formula in Eq. (33) for the sbottom-bottom
loop and taking into account only coefficients CH±τ˜2 , CH±τ˜1 and Cτ˜2τ˜1 in the charged scalar
loop.
In Fig. (7) we show a comparison of our simplified approximation formula, including
the simple form of the sbottom-bottom loop and the three most important coefficients for
the charged scalar loop, as discussed above, to the full numerical calculation including all
loops. As one can see, even the simplified version of our formula works surprisingly well in
the LMA-MSW regime, although the agreement with the full calculation is now less good
for the LOW region, as could have been expected from the results discussed previously.
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4.2 The solar mixing angle
In the basis where the tree-level neutrino mass matrix is diagonal the mass matrix at
one–loop level can be written as
m˜ν = V
(0)T
ν mνV
(0)
ν =

c1ǫ˜1ǫ˜1 c1ǫ˜1ǫ˜2 c1ǫ˜1ǫ˜3
c1ǫ˜2ǫ˜1 c1ǫ˜2ǫ˜2 c1ǫ˜2ǫ˜3
c1ǫ˜3ǫ˜1 c1ǫ˜3ǫ˜2 c0|~Λ|2 + c1ǫ˜3ǫ˜3
+ · · · (34)
where the ǫ˜i were defined before in Eq. (16). Coefficients c0 and c1 contain couplings
and supersymmetric masses. Since they cancel in the final expression for the angle their
exact definition is not necessary in the following. Dots stand for other terms which we
will assume to be less important in the following, see the discussion at the end of this
subsection. This matrix can be diagonalized approximately under the condition
x ≡ c1|
~˜ǫ|2
c0|~Λ|2
≪ 1 (35)
i.e. if the 1-loop contribution to the neutrino mass matrix is smaller than the tree-level
contribution, as also discussed above for Eq. (33). Then
m˜ν = c0|~Λ|2

x
ǫ˜1ǫ˜1
| ~˜ǫ|2
x
ǫ˜1ǫ˜2
| ~˜ǫ|2
x
ǫ˜1ǫ˜3
| ~˜ǫ|2
x
ǫ˜2ǫ˜1
| ~˜ǫ|2
x
ǫ˜2ǫ˜2
| ~˜ǫ|2
x
ǫ˜2ǫ˜3
| ~˜ǫ|2
x
ǫ˜3ǫ˜1
| ~˜ǫ|2
x
ǫ˜3ǫ˜2
| ~˜ǫ|2
1 + x
ǫ˜3ǫ˜3
| ~˜ǫ|2

(36)
We now calculate the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of this matrix as series expansions in
the small x parameter. For the eigenvalues we get
m1 = 0
m2 = x c0
|~Λ|2
| ~˜ǫ|2
+O(x2) = c1
(
ǫ˜21 + ǫ˜
2
2
)
+O(x2) (37)
m3 = c0|~Λ|2 + c1ǫ˜23 +O(x2)
and for the first two eigenvalues (the third can also be easily obtained but it will not be
necessary for the discussion of the solar mixing angle),
e1 =
− ǫ˜2
ǫ˜1
√√√√ ǫ˜21
ǫ˜21 + ǫ˜
2
2
,
√√√√ ǫ˜21
ǫ˜21 + ǫ˜
2
2
, 0

e2 = (e2,1, e2,2, e2,3) (38)
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where up to O(x2) we have,
e2,1 = − ǫ˜1ǫ˜3√
ǫ˜23(ǫ˜
2
1 + ǫ˜
2
2)
+
1
2
ǫ˜1ǫ˜3
√
ǫ˜23(ǫ˜
2
1 + ǫ˜
2
2)
| ~˜ǫ|4
x2 +O(x3)
e2,2 = − ǫ˜2ǫ˜3√
ǫ˜23(ǫ˜
2
1 + ǫ˜
2
2)
+
1
2
ǫ˜2ǫ˜3
√
ǫ˜23(ǫ˜
2
1 + ǫ˜
2
2)
| ~˜ǫ|4
x2 +O(x3) (39)
e2,3 =
√
ǫ˜23(ǫ˜
2
1 + ǫ˜
2
2)
| ~˜ǫ|2
x+
(ǫ˜21 + ǫ˜
2
2 − ǫ˜23)
√
ǫ˜23(ǫ˜
2
1 + ǫ˜
2
2)
| ~˜ǫ|4
x2 +O(x3)
Knowing the eigenvectors we can write down the rotation matrix that diagonalizes m˜ν ,
V˜ Tν m˜νV˜ν = diag(m1, m2, m3) (40)
where
V˜ Tν =

e1,1 e1,2 e1,3
e2,1 e2,2 e2,3
e3,1 e3,2 e3,3
 (41)
The neutrino mixing matrix is then given by
U =
(
V Tν V˜
T
ν
)T
(42)
Using the fact that Ue3 has to be small one can get the following expression for the solar
mixing angle:
tan2 θsol =
U2e2
U2e1
(43)
Now using the Eqs. (41), (39) and substituting in Eq. (42) we obtain the very simple
expression for the solar mixing angle,
tan2 θsol =
ǫ˜21
ǫ˜22
(44)
This formula is a very good approximation if the one–loop matrix has the structure ǫi×ǫj ,
as is the case of the bottom-sbottom loop (and, to a lesser extend also for the charged
scalar loop, which has one coefficient with the same index structure), and if mν3 ≫ mν2 .
This is illustrated in Fig. 8.
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In the left panel we show a calculation comparing for all points in the set Ntrl the
approximate to the exact solar angle, while the right panel shows a subset of points using
the cut sin(2θb˜)∆B
τ˜2 τ˜1
0 > 0.02. Note that this cut is designed such as to prefer points in
which there is a sizeable contribution to the full 1-loop neutrino mass due to the bottom-
sbottom loop. For points in which the charged scalar loop dominates eq. (44) gives only
a factor-of-two estimate of the true solar angle.
Note finally that eq. (44) will fail completely, if Λµ ≡ Λτ and ǫµ ≡ ǫτ , since then
ǫ˜22 = 0, see Eq. (16). This is the origin of the “sign condition” discussed in [28].
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Figure 8: (tan2 θsol
Appr
/tan2 θsol
exact
) versus tan2 θsol
exact
. On the left panel the darker
region contains over 90% of the points in our sample. In the right panel the points in the
region shown satisfy the cut sin(2θb˜)∆B
τ˜2τ˜1
0 > 0.02 .
5 Discussion and conclusions
We have presented an approximate calculation of the neutrino mass matrix at one-loop
in supersymmetry with bilinearly broken R-parity. The method is based on a systematic
perturbative expansion of R-parity violating vertices to leading order. We have identified
the bottom-sbottom and the charged scalar loop as the most important ones, at least in
supersymmetric models with mSUGRA-like boundary conditions. Taking into account
20
only these loops, we have given explicit formulas and discussed their validity as well
as the accuracy with which they describe solar neutrino mass and mixing parameters.
This was done by comparing our analytical results to the exact numerical calculation.
We have found that for the case of the large mixing MSW solution our formulas - even
within the simplified form Eq. (33) and Eq. (44) - yield good agreement with the full
numerical calculation, but are much simpler to implement than the full numerical one-loop
calculation. The only solar neutrino “solutions” for which our analytical approximation
is less accurate are those that are now ruled out by the recent reactor neutrino data from
KamLAND.
Let us finally discuss some possible caveats to the success of our approximate treat-
ment. One is the assumption that supersymmetry breaking mass terms are flavour diag-
onal, which we have adopted, motivated by constraints from flavour changing processes.
Although such terms could be included into our approximate treatment, we have not
done so, mainly due to the fact that the resulting formulas would be much more compli-
cated and, therefore, of very limited practical use. A second concern is that our sample
points were all generated using mSugra assumptions for the soft breaking masses. Clearly
there are other possibilities to break supersymmetry and even though we expect that
the bottom-sbottom loop and the charged scalar loop will still be well described by our
approximation formulas, other loops, which we didn’t take into account, might be more
important than what we have found in our data sets.
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A Rotation Matrices
In the basis (H+d , H
+
u , e˜
+
L , µ˜
+
L , τ˜
+
L , e˜
+
R, µ˜
+
R, τ˜
+
R ), one can write, to first order in R-parity
violating parameters, the Goldstone rotation matrix as
RG =

cβ −sβ v1/v v2/v v3/v 0 0 0
sβ cβ 0 0 0 0 0 0
−cβv1/v sβv1/v 1 0 0 0 0 0
−cβv2/v sβv2/v 0 1 0 0 0 0
−cβv3/v sβv3/v 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

(45)
where v2 = v2d + v
2
u to this order, and tanβ = vu/vd, as usual. We have also used the
shorthand notation cβ(sβ) = cosβ(sin β).
Neglecting the electron and muon Yukawa couplings, the rotation that diagonalizes
the sleptons at tree level is given by (in the same basis as above)
Rτ˜ =

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 cτ˜ 0 0 sτ˜
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 −sτ˜ 0 0 cτ˜

(46)
After the rotations Rτ˜RG are performed, the charged scalar mass matrix is diago-
nalized up to small R-parity violating entries. In the approximation where there is no
intergenerational mixing and hµ ≈ he ≈ 0, these are
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∆M2
S± τ˜ =

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 X˜HL1 X˜HL2 X˜HL3 0 0 X˜HR3
0 X˜HL1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 X˜HL2 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 X˜HL3 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 X˜HR3 0 0 0 0 0 0

(47)
where
X˜HLi = XHLi X˜HRi = XHRi , (i = 1, 2)
X˜HL3 = cτ˜XuL3 + sτ˜XdR3 X˜HR3 = −sτ˜XHL3 + cτ˜XHR3
(48)
with
XHLi = sβXuLi + cβXdLi XHR3 = sβXuR3 + cβXdR3 , (i=1,3) (49)
and
XuLi =
1
4
g2vdvi − µǫi − 12h2τvdviδi3 , XdLi = vivd
cβ
sβ
m2ν˜ − µǫi cβsβ + 14g2vuvi ,
XuR3 = − 1√2hτ (Aτv3 + ǫ3vu) , XdR3 = − 1√2hτ (µv3 + ǫ3vd) .
(50)
These mixings are removed with the rotation matrix RX given by
RX =

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 ΘHL1 ΘHL2 ΘHL3 0 0 ΘHR3
0 −ΘHL1 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 −ΘHL2 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 −ΘHL3 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 −ΘHR3 0 0 0 0 0 1

(51)
in the small mixing approximation sinΘ ≃ Θ. Note that here we have defined
ΘHLi ≡
X˜HLi
m2H± −m2ℓ˜Li
, ΘHRi ≡
X˜HRi
m2H± −m2ℓ˜Ri
(52)
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Putting everything together we get the final form of the charged scalar diagonalization
matrix RXRτ˜RG which can be expressed as
RXRτ˜RG = (53)

cβ −sβ v1/v v2/v v3/v 0 0 0
sβ cβ ΘHL1 ΘHL2 Θ˜HL3 0 0 Θ˜HR3
−sβΘHL1 − cβ v1v −cβΘHL1 + sβ v1v 1 0 0 0 0 0
−sβΘHL2 − cβ v2v −cβΘHL2 + sβ v2v 0 1 0 0 0 0
−sβΘHL3 − cτ˜cβ v3v −cβΘHL3 + cτ˜sβ v3v 0 0 cτ˜ 0 0 sτ˜
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
−sβΘHR3 + sτ˜cβ v3v −cβΘHR3 − sτ˜sβ v3v 0 0 −sτ˜ 0 0 cτ˜

where we have defined,
Θ˜HL3 = cτ˜ΘHL3 − sτ˜ΘHR3 , Θ˜HR3 = sτ˜ΘHL3 + cτ˜ΘHR3 . (54)
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B Charged Higgs/slepton couplings
The couplings of the five (generalized to include also the three charged leptons) charginos
to the eight charged scalars (including Higgs bosons and sleptons of both chiralities) and
seven neutralinos (generalized to include also the three neutrinos) are given by [28]
OcnsLijk = R
S±
k1 hτNj7Vi5 − RS
±
k2
(
g√
2
Nj2Vi2 + g
′
√
2
Nj1Vi2 + gNj4Vi1
)
(55)
−RS±k5 hτNj3Vi5 − g′
√
2
(
RS
±
k6 Nj1Vi3 +RS
±
k7 Nj1Vi4 +RS
±
k8 Nj1Vi5
)
where i labels the charginos, j labels neutralinos, and k labels the charged scalars, re-
spectively. For the the right-handed couplings the corresponding couplings are given by
OcnsRijk = R
S±
k1
(
g√
2
Nj2 Ui2 + g
′
√
2
Nj1 Ui2 − gNj3 Ui1
)
+RS
±
k3
(
g√
2
Nj2 Ui3 + g
′
√
2
Nj1 Ui3 − gNj5 Ui1
)
+RS
±
k4
(
g√
2
Nj2 Ui4 + g
′
√
2
Nj1 Ui4 − gNj6 Ui1
)
(56)
+RS
±
k5
(
g√
2
Nj2 Ui5 + g
′
√
2
Nj1 Ui5 − gNj7 Ui1
)
+RS
±
k8 hτ (Nj7 Ui2 −Nj3 Ui5)
After approximating the rotation matrices U , and V in the chargino sector, and N in
the neutralino sector we find the expressions given in Eqs. (57)-(60). Note that we have
divided them into cases where the charged fermion is a lepton or a chargino. For the left
couplings when the charged fermion is a chargino we have,
OcnsLijk = R
S±
k2
[
g√
2
a2Vi′2 +
g′√
2
a1Vi′2 + ga4Vi′1
]
|~Λ|δj3 (57)
where V is the reduced 2× 2 chargino diagonalization matrix of the MSSM, and i′ = 1, 2.
If the charged fermion is a lepton we have
OcnsLijk = R
S±
k1 hτV
T
ν,j3δi3 + R
S±
k5 hτ
(
bǫ˜j + a3|~Λ|δj3
)
δi3
+
[
RS
±
k6 δi1 +R
S±
k7 δi2 +R
S±
k8 δi3
]√
2g′a1|~Λ|δj3 (58)
For the right-handed couplings when the charged fermion is a chargino we get
OcnsRijk = R
S±
k1
[
− 1√
2
(ga2 + g
′a1)|~Λ|δj3Ui′2 + g(bǫ˜j + a3|~Λ|δj3)Ui′1
]
−RS±k3 gV Tν,j1Ui′1 −RS
±
k4 gV
T
ν,j2Ui′1 − RS
±
k5 gV
T
ν,j3Ui′1 +R
S±
k8 hτV
T
ν,j3Ui′2 (59)
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where U is the second 2×2 chargino rotation matrix of the MSSM. Finally, if the charged
fermion is a lepton one has
OcnsRijk = −RS
±
k3
[
1√
2
(ga2 + g
′a1)|~Λ|δj3δi1 − gV Tν,j1aL1Λi
]
−RS±k4
[
1√
2
(ga2 + g
′a1)|~Λ|δj3δi2 − gV Tν,j2aL1Λi
]
(60)
−RS±k5
[
1√
2
(ga2 + g
′a1)|~Λ|δj3δi3 − gV Tν,j3aL1Λi
]
−RS±k8 hτ
[
V Tν,j3(a
L
2Λi + bǫi)− (bǫ˜j + a3|~Λ|δj3)δi3
]
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C Charged Scalar–Charged Fermion Loops
There are nine different terms contributing to the Charged Scalar-Charged Fermion loop,
as it was shown in Eq. (30). All these terms give a finite contribution to the 2×2 submatrix
corresponding to the light neutrinos. In this Appendix we will explain with graphs the
origin of the different terms. The conventions used were explained in section 2.6.
C.1 ∆B τ˜2τ˜10
The terms proportional to ∆B τ˜2τ˜10 come from the graphs of Fig. 3 as explained in sec-
tion 2.6.
C.2 ∆BH
+
τ˜1
0 and ∆B
H
+
τ˜2
0
Now consider the terms proportional to ∆BH
+ τ˜1
0 and ∆B
H+τ˜2
0 in Eq. (30). Of these terms,
the ones which are related to the charged Higgs mixing with staus, can be understood
as coming from the four graphs of Fig. 9. Associated to these charged Higgs graphs are
those related to the τ˜1 mixing with charged Higgs. These are given in Fig. 10.
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Figure 9: H± contribution to ∆BH
± τ˜1
0
There is another set of four graphs corresponding to τ˜2 that are obtained from those in
Fig. 10 by replacing τ˜1 → τ˜2, sτ˜ → cτ˜ and cτ˜ → −sτ˜ . These three groups of four graphs,
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Figure 10: τ˜1 contributions to ∆B
H±τ˜1
0 and ∆B
G±τ˜1τ˜2
0
when combined, form a set which is ultraviolet finite and account for the terms in Eq. (30)
proportional to ∆BH
+τ˜1
0 and ∆B
H+τ˜2
0 .
C.3 ∆BH
±L1
0 and ∆B
H±L2
0
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Figure 11: a) H± contribution to ∆BH
±L1
0 ; b) e˜L contribution to ∆B
H±L1
0 and ∆B
G±L1
0
We now turn our attention to the terms proportional to ∆BH
±L1
0 and B
H±L2
0 which
are related to the mixing between charged Higgs with selectrons and smuons. The terms
proportional to ∆BH
±L1
0 come from the diagrams of Fig. 11. The terms proportional to
∆BH
±L2
0 are easily obtained from these by replacing the corresponding slepton lines and
couplings. Notice that in Fig. 11 b) there is a contribution proportional to v1/v that does
not belong to this term. We will show below that it will contribute to the ∆BG
±L1
0 term.
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C.4 ∆BG
±L1
0 and ∆B
G±L2
0
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Figure 12: G± contribution to ∆BG
±L1
0
The graphs contributing to the ∆BG
±L1
0 and ∆B
G±L2
0 terms are related to those of
Fig. 11. They are given by Fig. 12 and by the term proportional to v1/v in Fig. 11 b),
for the case of the selectron. The terms proportional to ∆BG
±L2
0 are easily obtained from
these by replacing the corresponding slepton lines and couplings.
C.5 ∆BG
±τ˜1τ˜2
0
We now consider a more complicated term, the one proportional to ∆BG
± τ˜1τ˜2
0 . This term
gives a finite ultraviolet contribution and comes from the diagrams of Fig. 13, together
with the parts of the diagrams of Fig. 10 that are proportional to v3/v. Corresponding
to the diagrams in Fig. 13 proportional to v3/v, there is another set with τ˜1 and τ˜2
interchanged in the usual way.
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Figure 13: G± contribution to ∆BG
±τ˜1τ˜2
0
C.6 ∆BG
±H±τ˜1τ˜2
0
Let us consider finally the last term in Eq. (30), the one proportional to ∆BG
±H±τ˜1τ˜2
0 .
This term gives an ultraviolet finite contribution and comes from four diagrams. The first
29
two are those represented in Fig. 14 corresponding to a H± and τ˜1 propagating in the
loop. The other two are obtained from these with the replacements,
H± → G± , sβ → cβ
τ˜1 → τ˜2 , sτ˜ → cτ˜
(61)
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